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The Saint Barth Photo Festival is in the last stretch of its opening parties that started on
November 23rd, hosted by some of the best Five-star hotels on the Island of Saint
Barthelemy. The festival will shine bright on December 01st with Greg Kadel and his
exhibition Plein Soleil at Le Manapany.
The US-born photographer and filmmaker frequently plays with lighting and shadow in his
works to create visually striking images with powerful contrasts, lines, and often
emphasized or clean-cut silhouettes. Kadel uses shadows to accentuate the body and
create an intense sense of drama in his photographs, creating images that put high
fashion on the theatrical stage.
A common feature of Kadel’s works is his use of color, as he employs extremely deep
tones of bold color to create richness in his images, evoking a sense of intensity and
attitude within his works.
Kadel has an extensive repertoire of commercial clients with whom he has worked, and
his works have also featured in numerous publications around the world.
With Plein Soleil, Greg Lotus pushes the intensity to the max with a mix of glamourous
yet sophisticated images. Featuring Black and white photos of models seductively
enjoying the heat of summer and a choice of pictures with saturated warm colors, almost
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as if the sun had burned the film, the selection brings a palpable sense of tropical
excitement.
While the events are about to end, this exhibition of images is a reminder that the season
in Saint Bart is just starting. So is the Festival as the photographs will be exhibited until
December 30th in each of the ten Five star Hotels.
Marie Audier D’Alessandris

Opening Program
November 23rd, Festival Opening: Wallhouse Museum – Laurent Polo-Garnier and
Camellia Menard, Emergence
November 24th Cheval Blanc – Ellen von Unwerth, Party Time
November 25th Christopher – Greg Lotus, By the Pool
November 26th Toiny – David Drebin, Sea Gazing
November 27th Rosewood Le Guanahani – Marco Glaviano, 50 Years in Saint Barth
November 28th Hôtel Barrière Carl Gustaf – Brian Bowen Smith, Drivebys
November 29th Le Sereno – David Bellemere, Flowers
November 30th Villa Marie – Ben Watts, Summer Island
December 1st Manapany – Greg Kadel, Plein Soleil
December 2nd Le Barthélemy – Fred Meylan, Swim Forever
Eden Rock – Daniel Arsham, Moon Shots

For programming details, more information about the artist and the artworks, visit
www.sbhartweek.com and follow @artweeksbh.
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